
Quality
sessions

Ultra 
portable

Tilt up to 
45 degrees

Smoke it
anywhere

Say hello to your new friend - the ultra 
portable smoking machine!

Fancy for more? See hekkpipe.com for pro tips 
and tricks for fresh tasting hookah sessions!

250 ml or 8.5 oz is just perfect.
How much is enough? Attach the stem to the bottle,
tilt the bottle horizontally and let the extra water run out.
Or, suck from the hose hole and see if there is any 
extra water that needs to be poured out. 

• You can add ice to the bottle to get 
tasty and cool smoke.

• Alternatively, keep the bottle 
with the stem filled with water 
in the freezer for 30 mins.

• When the water comes to the hose, 
lift the hookah up and pour the 
water away from the hose.

• If you don‘t hear the bubbling sound 
when smoking, add some water.

2. Fill the bottle almost half full of cold water

Guide the hose through the hole in the wooden box 
onto the hose part of the hookah stem. 
You may have to use some force to attach the hose 
to keep the hose tightened during the session.

• Shred the chunks of tobacco into 
small pieces so heat can strike the 
tobacco more evenly.

• Don‘t pack the bowl above the holes 
on the center vortex to leave a space 
between the foil and the tobacco.
This also keeps the holes clean of 
burnt tobacco.

• Use only fresh and wet tobacco as 
dried tobacco will burn your throat.

This way you keep the pincers clean of 
tobacco to easily light the coal.
If you have an additional bowl, prepare 
this one, too. This is how you enjoy a 
non-stop hookah session.
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5. Wrap the hookah bowl with 9 layers of foil
9 layers give you lots of smoke with burning the tobacco.
Pro tip! Pull the foil as straight as you can before 
wrapping it. This helps the air move easily through the 
foil and also poking holes is easier.

7. Place the hookah bowl and the bottle

bowl

• You can also use a small-sized 
natural coal (20x20x20mm)

See more pro tips at hekkpipe.com!
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